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White
Good evening.  Tonight we mark the tragically early death of a man whose contribution to the lives of visually-impaired people has been compared to the invention of Braille.  We'll be examining the life, and the claim.  We'll also be hearing your reactions to our election special last week, and reminding you of your rights when it comes to accessible voting.  But first, over the past few days message boards and chatrooms across the world have been full of tributes to Torsten Brand.  And if that name isn't immediately familiar to you, well then reflect that it’s quite possible that neither would have been the name of Louis Braille when he died in eighteen fifty two.  But there are plenty of those who believe that in the long term Torsten Brand's achievements will have an equal impact.  He was the blind man who, with his business partner, produced the technology which for the first time made mobile phones truly accessible to blind people.  Accessible in the sense that you could do almost all of the things on them that sighted people take for granted, exploring and changing your menus, storing your numbers and, a revelation for many visually impaired people, entering the wonderful world of texting.  Well the Talx technology he developed almost ten years ago is still improving, and his early death at the age of forty-seven after complications from minor surgery are being widely mourned by, amongst others Jonathan Mosen, he’s a blind technology expert and broadcaster from Wellington in New Zealand, whose tribute has appeared on the web, and Terry Clasper, who’s the managing director of T&T Consultancy Limited, which produces  a range of technical equipment for visually impaired people.  Jonathan, first of all thanks for staying up half of the night to talk to us, how would you assess Torsten Brand's contribution to visually impaired people?

Mosen
It’s extraordinarily significant.  I think sometimes we forget quite quickly where we have come from.  And I remember purchasing cell phones, I think the first I bought was in nineteen ninety, and really we had only a limited access to those cell phones that we were purchasing full price for.  If you wanted to navigate the menus, even to change your ringtone, you really had to memorise a complicated sequence.  And then this software comes along, starting off with a OK communicator and then moving on the more popular Series Sixty phones.  You’ve installed the software and suddenly everything on the phone starts to talk, and I will never forget the day that I turned an accessible phone on for the first time and was able to navigate my menus and change the settings and, as you say, send a first text.  It’s extraordinarily liberating what he did for us.

White
Can I put the same point to you Terry, Terry Clasper, ‘cos you talk about the, the first impact of being able to do this.

Clasper
Absolutely.  When I first heard about Talx and the communicator I was very lukewarm about the idea.  I’m kind of thinking, well why of earth do you want a phone to talk, I mean you talk to the phone.  And it took me about six months to start to get technologically excited about it.  But I’ll never forget my first phone with Talx on.  And I turned it on, and the first thing that happened was it rang and I pressed the button and I knew who was calling me.  And that’s something that sighted people have been able to take for granted for I don’t know how many years.

White
And that wonderful freedom to refuse to answer if you wanted.

Clasper
But it’s actually a very important freedom isn’t it, because we take our phones into business situations where we really do, especially now, need to have that choice.  And you know it’s easy to forget that ten years ago we really didn’t have that choice.  So whilst I think texting is fantastic, and whilst I think that Talx is brilliant because it’s moved along as phones have become more technologically able and more multi-functional, the Talx interface has moved along too, it’s just the very first memory I ever have was just knowing who was calling me, it was like wow, that’s incredible.

White
Jonathan, you’ve made the point that you think Torsten’s blindness was a major contributory factor in his effectiveness.  Could you just say a bit more about why you think that.

Mosen
I’m a firm believer in this.  I think that if you have people involved in the product design phase who are blind themselves then they’re not going to tolerate little idiosyncrasies in the software that others might, simply because they’re stuck with the thing every day themselves, they have to use it.  And I actually worked quite closely with Torsten from time to time on user-interface issues, just as an end-user, and I know that he was passionate.  You know we’d have all these esoteric discussions about prompts and how many syllables they took, because it was a matter of efficiency for him.  And he really did put a lot of work into the user-interface, into the way that you interact with the screen-reading functions, so that you could get things done efficiently.  I’m sure that the fact that he was an end-user was the reason that he put all that kind of detail into that kind of work.

White
But Terry, you’re the one who made this point of comparing it with Braille.  And that’s taking it a bit far isn’t it?  I mean Braille offered literacy to all people for the first time, does it really compare with that do you think?

Clasper
Well do you think in 2010 anybody can be without a mobile phone?  Or if they can’t be without a mobile phone do they want to be able to use it in its most basic form, i.e. the texting and the call awareness.  A number of blind people have said to me, ironically and tragically only really since, since, since Torsten has left us, that having the ability of their phone to speak is just something that’s with them every single hour of their waking day.  So yeah, I, I don’t think it is overstating it, and I, I think that especially in the technological world we live  in today, where the phone is so up‑front in the profile of most of our lives, it’s hard to imagine now where we’d be as blind people if we didn’t have access to the innards of our phone through speech.

White
Jonathan, just forgetting the technology for a moment, and what sort of a man was he?

Mosen
He was a great guy.  He was fun to be with.  I’d have dinner with him on occasion and we’d joke around about different things, he had a great sense of humour.  And, and a really decent person.  I think he really believed in what he was doing.  And he also was a successful man.  When you think that he and Marcus started this company, two guys from Germany with a brilliant idea, and that brilliant idea became so successful that it was purchased by Nuance, which is a very major technology international conglomerate, they could see the potential in it too.  And so he was a successful man, a man with a lot of passion and compassion, and we’re really going to miss him.

White
And if I can just finally ask you both this, Terry first, he, he died tragically young, is it possible to assess what we’re missing?  What was he working on?

Clasper
I think on every single level he’ll be missed.  This industry is very privileged to have working within it a number of different pioneers.  And he was one of those pioneers.  The positive thing however I think though is the commitment that Nuance have made to the visually impaired Talx user community since the passing of Torsten, and the infra-structural things they’ve done to make sure that the product continues to have a life that’s full of zest, which is the life that Torsten would want the product to have.

White
And, and Jonathan, just your comment on, on where we might be going and, and, and what we’re missing in a way.

Mosen
Well I think Torsten’s last legacy was to give us access to the touch screen interface on Symbian devices, which was a very significant development.  But the good thing is that, while Talx was brilliant he was also in a brilliant partnership.  The other half of that partnership is still there.  There is a great community of alpha testers who contribute ideas for future releases, and I think for a long time to come Marcus and that community will be saying, what will Torsten do.  And I think although he’s not here to guide us, the principles on which he founded Talx, and the great experience we now have, will be there in the background guiding the future of the products.  So I’m still optimistic about the future and thankful for what he gave us.

White
Jonathan Mosen and Terry Clasper, thank you very much indeed.  There are a number of ways online that you can pay your own tribute to Torsten Brand, and if you want to contact us with your thoughts our Action Line number is 0800 044 044, or of course you can email us.  One person who did that was James Butcher from Lytham St Anne’s near Blackpool.  James wanted to tell us about his passion for the piano accordion, an instrument which he’d only recently discovered.  Always keen to talk to people marching to their own tune we sent Lee Kumutat along to the north-west to meet him and hear him play.

Lee Kumutat
What was it about the piano accordion that attracted you?

Butcher
The sound, the amazing sound.  I mean it’s such an amazing flow.  It makes you want to get up and dance and really makes you happy.

Lee Kumutat
Who showed you the piano accordion, how did you first come across it?

Butcher
Well I joined a Ceilidh band, which is a form of Irish dancing.  I played tambourine.  And I heard this instrument and I said to my music teacher at the time, what is that instrument?  It’s a gorgeous sound and could I possibly learn to play it?  And she said it, well would you like to borrow mine.  I said, yes please.  Within about two or three weeks I’d mastered the whole Ceilidh tunes.

Lee Kumutat
For those of us previously uninitiated into the world of the piano accordion there are two types.  There is a forty eight bass, which has forty eight buttons in its bass, and a larger instrument known as a one twenty.  This was the one on which James gave me a hands-on demo.

Butcher
Well it’s like an upside down piano if you will.  These here..

Lee Kumutat
Which is where the key..

Butcher
Are the bellows.

Lee Kumutat
They’re the bellows.  OK, so the bellows are in the middle, and they actually move.  So they look like louvres don’t they?

Butcher
Yeah, yeah.  And that sound you’re hearing, the.. is me getting the air back into the bellows..

Lee Kumutat
And the louvres expand.  And then as you squeeze it again and the louvres close up that’s air being sucked back into, yeah ... my fingers.  So as you’re playing you’re actually pulling it apart and pushing it back together.

Butcher
Yeah.

Lee Kumutat
Are you Braille reader?

Butcher
I am, yes.

Lee Kumutat
Do you know Braille music?

Butcher
No.

Lee Kumutat
Tell us how you learn the tunes.

Butcher
Whoever’s teaching me the tunes I get them to play the right-hand first, the left-hand second, then I ask them to play them both together, but play it twice through.

Lee Kumutat
So you’re doing it all by ear.

Butcher
Yeah.

Lee Kumutat
And memory.

Butcher
Yeah.

Lee Kumutat
Where did the idea for producing an album come from?

Butcher
Well I’ve always been fond of learning new tunes and learning new stuff.  And I thought it would be great to record the tunes that I know already on a CD, so then I’d remember it.  And someone said to me, well why don’t you release it to pay for your music lessons.

Lee Kumutat
What has happened since the album was released and, and you have got a little bit more public recognition and promotion?

Butcher
Well I was sorting through boring paperwork, boring forms, and with my personal assistants which I have, and the phone rang, I picked it up and it was Katherine Jenkins.

Lee Kumutat
So she actually called you?

Butcher
Yes.  She asked if I could go down and play backstage for her.  It was a beautiful summer’s night, it was in a mar.. like a marquee thing, it was an outdoor concert.  And she had a leather settee and she was sat on it listening to me play.

Lee Kumutat
And what was her reaction?

Butcher
Keep going.  She loved it, she really loved it.

Lee Kumutat
Did you say, Katherine when are you going to, you know, add me to you orchestra?

Butcher
Well yes, I di.. I, I have said you know if, if ever you want an accordionist please bear me in mind, you know.

Lee Kumutat
What else has happened since the release of the album?

 Butcher
I got the opportunity to work at a Lytham festival day.  And within that there was Morris dancing troops.  I didn’t know about them until that day, when about nine of them approached me to play for them.

Lee Kumutat
You play for two groups, is that right?

Butcher
I do, yes, yeah.  Singleton and Fylde Coast Cloggers.

Lee Kumutat
And that’s where we’re going this evening to actually.

Butcher
Yes, yeah.

Lee Kumutat
To hear you play with, with the Fylde Coast Cloggers.

Butcher
Yeah.

Sue
My name is Sue and I am the squire of Fylde Coast Cloggers.  Every year there is a local carnival in Lytham and there’s a long procession and there are all manner of people in this procession.  Another team that we are associated with was dancing in the procession, and it transpired that behind them was this lone figure of James playing his accordion.  And one way and another James was brought to where we were dancing in the square.  We just asked him if he’d like to play, and he just seemed to fall into it.  He did really, really well.

Butcher
I’d love to tour.  Life on the road, I’d love it, I would.

Lee Kumutat
You and your piano accordion.

Butcher
Me and my piano accordion.

White
Lee Kumutat with her latest squeeze there, James Butcher.  Now last week both In Touch and our sister programme You &Yours conducted an election special on issues of direct concern to disabled people.  One person who wasn’t very happy with what he heard was Phil Jenkins.

Jenkins
Depending on who’s statistics you use there are variously one to one point seven million people in the UK who are visually impaired.  This is a massive group, but we’re clearly  unimportant to all of the three big parties.  I was interested to learn that all of the parties want to get disable people back into the workplace.  But where are the meaningful careers coming from?  Having participated in government schemes supposedly to train me to get back into work they are nothing but a joke.  In one case, as a disabled person, I am blind, I was lumped into a group with ex-offenders, supposedly reformed drug addicts and non-practicing alcoholics.  So presumably my local job centre, who sent me on this scheme, seems my visual impairment in a similar light.  If these government schemes do lead ultimately to employment rarely is it a meaningful career.  Instead it is more often than not demeaning, low-paid, dead‑end work.

White
That from Phil Jenkins.  Well whether in anger or sorrow, or hope, many blind and partially sighted people will want to cast their vote on Thursday, and many will want to do it by going to their local polling station.  So we thought we'd end tonight by reminding you just what help you're entitled to in order to make that process accessible.  I've been talking to Ailsa Irvine, head of Events at the Electoral Commission,  who explained what a visually impaired voter is entitled to find at every polling-station in the land.

Irvine
There are quite a lot of things in the law that are in place at polling stations to enable everyone that’s entitled to vote to be able to do so.  Particularly for people that are partially sighted or blind large print versions of the ballot paper that you  have to mark will be on display.  Also people can get help to vote if they wish.  They can ask for help from the presiding officer at the polling station, who can help them either by reading out the candidates on the ballot paper for them, or even by marking the ballot paper for them if they find that more helpful.  Alternatively if someone would prefer they can take someone with them to help them to vote.

White
So actually that is a choice they can make is it, because I think there’s sometimes been confusion about that, exactly who is allowed to go into the polling booth with you.

Irvine
You’re quite entitled to take someone with you, whether it be either a relative or another friend who’s eighteen years old or over, and they can go with you and help you to mark the ballot paper.  There is another option as well for people that can read Braille, there is a, a device that is available in all polling stations that attaches to the ballot paper and then you can use it to identify where the candidate is on the ballot paper, and then lift a window and mark the vote yourself.

White
So presumably though there you have to be told do you, who the various gaps in the template represent?

Irvine
Yes, every candidate has a number beside their name and the presiding officer will, before you go into the ballot booth, be able to tell you which candidate and party is against each number, which means when you go into the booth then you can mark the ballot paper in private without anyone else being with you.

White
OK.  And just on the issue of large print, you mentioned that there was a large print copy of the voting paper when you got to the, the polling station.  Are you entitled to take that separately, so that you could actually take it into the booth with you?

Irvine
Yeah, we recommend that there should be a version on display on the wall in somewhere that’s well-lit that people can see.  But we also recommend that there are additional copies in large print.  Quite often we ask that they should be laminated so that people can take them into the polling booth and use them to refer to when marking your own ballot paper.

White
Now I have heard of the odd case where there’s been some kind of dispute about how much help you can get.  I’ve even heard of people being berated for talking in the polling booth, but obviously as a blind person you can’t really get that kind of help without a certain amount of conversation going on.

Irvine
No absolutely not.  I mean there have been issues in the past around accessibility around elections, and I think that’s something we’ve been very conscious of, and that’s why we’ve produced guidance and worked with electoral administrators so that people are a lot more aware, so that people can give assistance and vote in a friendly manner without feeling terrified or scared to talk.

White
What if you get there and one of these things, or more, that you’ve mentioned aren’t in place?  After all you’re the expert on this, but quite a lot of the people at the polling stations are volunteers and so forth.  So what happens if there is confusion about what you can do, or someone saying, no you can’t do that?

Irvine
The first thing obviously is to speak to the presiding officer in charge of the polling station and to see what they have got available.  And if there isn’t any success there the best thing then to do is to contact the returning officer at the local council, who is the one that’s responsible for running the polling stations.  I would hope that there shouldn’t be too much confusion, given that all the returning officers will have trained their polling station staff and made them aware of all the different things that they have to have on display in the polling station and how to use them.

White
But there should be a returning officer at the polling station, at all the polling stations.

Irvine
There’ll be a presiding officer there that’s in charge of every polling station, and then there’s actually the overall returning officer who’s responsible for the whole of the election in that area, who’ll be based at the local council.

White
Ailsa Irvine.  And we’d like to know how you get on.  We don’t want to know how you voted, but how did it work.  Let us know, good or bad.  That’s it for today.  You can give your reactions to anything else in the programme by calling 0800 044 044, or by emailing us at bbc.co.uk/radio4/intouch.  There'll be a podcast available from tomorrow.  From me Peter White, my producer Cheryl Gabriel and the team, goodbye.


